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Welcome Menelaos and Savvas! How are you and

Menelaos – in 2014 you were appointed by the

your colleagues holding up in Cyprus at the moment?

President of Cyprus to advise him and the chief
negotiator during talks with the Turkish Cypriot

Menelaos:

community, with the aim of reuniting Cyprus. What

Thankfully, none of our people have been affected by

are your thoughts on the present crisis?

Covid-19. The Government of the Republic of Cyprus
has taken strict measures to prevent the spread of

Menelaos:

Covid-19 in Cyprus and the number of Covid-19 cases

All efforts for the reunification of the island have so

have been kept relatively low in Cyprus. There has been

far failed. At the moment it even seems that we are

a recent rise in cases which clearly shows that we all

moving in the wrong direction with tensions in the East

have responsibility to keep our guard up. During the

Mediterranean heightening. But we cannot stop hoping

lockdown, our firm continued to operate thanks to our

and we cannot stop trying. A reunification of the island

IT infrastructure and systems, which allowed our people

under the correct terms will significantly boost the

to work from home when necessary to ensure that we

economy and the standard of living of all its inhabitants.

continue to provide services to our clients in a time of

And hopefully herald an era of peace and stability in our

crisis.

troubled area.

Savvas:

What are the firm’s aims for the coming year?

We are grateful to be living in Cyprus which is now one

(Including any plans/initiatives)

of the safest destinations in the world. Life of course
is not what it used to be. We still wear masks when
we are indoors in public places while always sanitizing
our hands. Social distancing is reminded to us at all
times but still we are happy to be able to walk outdoors
without the use of a mask so as to be able to either meet
clients or friends or even go for a walk with our family
members. It is a fact that these simple, often taken-forgranted things are nowadays mostly appreciated, and I
do hope that better days will come for the whole planet.
We try to remain positive for the benefit of our beloved
ones and of course for all the members of our staff.

Menelaos:
Our aim is to continue to provide high-quality services
in an efficient and ethical manner. It is important for us
to feel that we are providing a service to society. At the
same time, we want to maintain the culture of respect
and the harmonious relations between the partners and
staff. I believe that following the above principles is the
main reason for the firm’s ongoing success in the past
twenty years.
Savvas:
The firm has recently been ranked as the third-largest

How have your practices had to adapt since the
pandemic struck?

law firm in Cyprus. Our aim is for us to win second place
in the ranking next year. We are regularly praised by the
Legal 500 and other international organisations for our
professionalism, efficiency and transparency. This is not

Menelaos:
We had been moving towards digitisation, and essentially
the pandemic has accelerated that process. Now we
are set up in a way which enables almost everyone
to work and hold meetings remotely. From a litigation
perspective, the courts have implemented processes
to enable cases to progress as much as possible and
minimise physical attendance at court. In addition, the
Ministry of Justice in Cyprus is close to completing the
first phase of a project aiming to digitise part of the
court process, and give lawyers the ability to access the
court file of their cases, and issue claims and interim
applications online. Once implemented, we hope that
this system brings the desired outcomes.

something that makes us feel relaxed but it places upon
our shoulders more responsibility to be better in all levels
and aspects every single day. We are constantly looking
to grow our presence abroad – we have nine offices in
six countries and we are very proud of this. Recently we
have created a synergy with law firms in USA while we
are looking at other initiatives coming from Russia and
Asia.
In regard to our CSR policy, we are very active as we
believe in giving back to the community. That is why we
are expanding our actions and projects collaborating
with private and public organisations to support
and endorse projects such as the “17 Objectives for
Sustainable Development” as they were set by the

Savvas:
We all had to adapt to the new virtual reality, and to
the fact that, for a few months, we had to get used to
working from home. That is why while we were on a
lockdown and courts were closed, we had to learn using
all the new technologies and keeping in touch with our
clients and staff through Zoom calls, telephone calls and
emails. Now, although we are back to our offices, we are
combining virtual and physical meetings while keeping
all health and safety measures. We also see that a lot
of the procedures that needed the physical presence of

General Assembly of the United Nations in 2015. We are
also raising environmental awareness through initiatives
we are planning. We are organising a series of webinars
for colleagues, clients and associates so as to stay in
touch and keep informing our audience about important
matters, as well as about the services here at Michael
Kyprianou & Co LLC.
Have you always wanted to be a lawyer? What would
you do if you were not practicing law?

our lawyers now can be completed online which saves

Savvas:

us a lot of time.

Yes! It was my dream since high school and although
I come from a family that produced Mathematicians, I

What are the challenges (and opportunities) now?

was the odd one. But I had and I have such a drive and

What challenges are your clients facing?

a passion about law that if I could have the opportunity
to live my life from the beginning, this is what I would do.

Menelaos:

I would be practicing law. I cannot imagine myself not

The measures taken by the Government of Cyprus to

being involved in the legal world.

protect jobs and the economy are continuing, so the real
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic will probably be seen

What do you like to do in your spare time?

after the end of these measures later this year. From a
law firm perspective, we should use this opportunity
to move towards improving internal processes, from
digitising the way we work and automating simple
manual tasks to more efficient reporting and collections.
The challenge in this respect will be to help our people
to not only adapt to the changes, but to be a promoter
of change. We work with a number of clients across the
world, and we see that people and organisations are
becoming more risk-averse. As lawyers, a significant
part of our role is to help clients manage their risk and
deal with new challenges, so in light of the fast-changing
developments brought on by the pandemic, we are often

Savvas:
I have to admit that I am a workaholic, as I love my job
– it gives me joy! But as soon as I have some free time,
I devote it to my family and in particular to my wife and
two little girls. We spend time in the garden or take day
trips while there is always a new challenge for them. The
youngest one has just learned on to cycle without the
training wheels while the eldest one loves drawing, so
she tries to get better and better at it every day. Reading
books is a way for me to relax in my spare time as I
have the opportunity to learn and educate myself with
other topics and subjects beyond law, such as selfdevelopment and motivation. These are topics which

asked to advise on matters at very short notice.

are essential for motivating and inspiring yourself and
your team.

Savvas:
Nowadays, the great challenge is to keep a solid and
regular communication with all existing clients while
doing everything possible to attract new clients.
Everyone must be alert and up to date to the latest
news,

announcements,

trends

and

technological

advancements. There is a massive load of information
out there which we need to select carefully and use
for the best possible way. Sometimes, this might be
overwhelming but the opportunities that are created
can have amazing results. Let us not forget that through
every difficult situation there is a silver lining. As for our
clients, I have to say that based on their status they

Menelaos Kyprianou
Managing P ar tner
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Education
LLB (Hons), Nottingham University, UK (1993)
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Languages Spoken
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face different issues. They may be facing difficulties
for repatriation while being stranded for months at a

Practice Areas

specific destination, while some others may be facing

Dispute Resolution and Arbitration

financial difficulties due to the restrictions and outcomes

European and Competition Law

of the pandemic. We make sure though that we remain

Shipping, Energy and Transport

loyal and available to our clients 24/7.

Fraud and White-Collar Crime

Are you noticing any other trends that you expect

Professional memberships

to continue?

Cyprus Bar Association
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb)

Menelaos:
I think that the trend towards digitisation, where

International Bar Association (IBA)

possible, efficient and effective, will probably continue
for some time. The rate of and appetite for change may
fluctuate as we move back towards normality, especially
when issues in the journey to digitisation come up, but I
believe that the trend is here to stay.

Savvas Savvides
Partner; Managing Partner (Paphos office)
savvas.savvides@kyprianou.com

Savvas:
We have noticed that a new era of formatting new online

Education

companies has begun which enables us to offer our

LLB (Hons), Leeds University, UK (2001)

IP and Trademark services as well as our Corporate

LLM, Leicester University, UK (2003)

Department which has been extremely busy these last
few months. Having in mind the fact that Cyprus is one
of the safest destinations, we have seen the trend of

Languages Spoken
English, Greek

investing in either the Cyprus Permanent Residency

Practice Areas

or Cyprus Investment Programmes. I do expect that

Property Law

all over the world, such programmes will flourish over

Immigration Law

the coming years because of the restrictions that will

European and Competition Law

continue in flying and moving around the globe.

Dispute Resolution and Arbitration

Professional memberships
Cyprus Bar Association

THE FIRM
Founded in 1991, Michael Kyprianou and Co LLC has established an enviable reputation as
one of Cyprus’ leading law firms, and as a broad-based, pre-eminent legal practice. With a
guiding principle to exceed its clients' expectations, the firm has grown to become one of the
largest in the country with offices in Nicosia, Limassol and Paphos. Its international presence
has also been expanded with fully-fledged offices in Greece (Athens and Thessaloniki), in Malta
(Birkirkara), in Ukraine (Kiev), in the United Arab Emirates (Dubai) and in the United Kingdom
(London).
With more than 25 years of experience in the Cyprus market, the firm works closely with its
international offices to offer domestic and cross-border advice on matters involving Dispute
Resolution, Banking & Finance, Capital Markets, Corporate/Commercial, Admiralty and
Shipping, Immigration, Intellectual Property, Real Estate, Tax matters – all practices ranked by
Chambers Europe and the Legal 500 EMEA guides.
Clients range from major national and international banks and financial institutions to highprofile individuals and entrepreneurs. It regularly advises multinational organisations in complex
legal matters and cross-border transactions, while international law firms and key industry
clients frequently associate with the firm’s team of experienced lawyers for the provision of
legal assistance in prestigious cases.
Number of lawyers: 65
Number of support staff: 56
Locations: Nicosia, Limassol, Paphos [Cyprus], Athens, Thessaloniki [Greece];
Birkirkara [Malta]; Kiev [Ukraine]; Dubai [UAE]; London [UK]

Nicosia office:
T. +357 22 447777 | F. +357 22 767880 | E. info@kyprianou.com
P.O. Box 211501502 Nicosia, Cyprus
2 Agias Elenis Street, 6th & 7th Floor, 1060 Nicosia, Cyprus

VISIT WEBSITE

PRACTICE
AREAS
Banking & Finance

Intellectual Property

The firm is recognised as a leading adviser of banks,

The firm specialises in all aspects of IP, including the

financial institutions, borrowers and security providers

filing of national applications for Cyprus trademarks

in multi-jurisdictional as well as domestic financing

and patents, as well as European and international

transactions involving Cypriot vehicles. Among others,

applications.

the team specialises in international leveraged finance,
asset and project finance, financial restructuring,

Property

security enforcement and distressed debt.

The firm assists clients in all matters regarding Cyprus
immovable property law and represents clients before

Corporate & Commercial

the land registry, the tax authorities and the stamp

The firm has extensive experience across the spectrum

duty authority. It provides legal advice in all aspects of

of corporate, mergers and acquisitions law. The work

a Cyprus property purchase up until the closing of the

undertaken includes the incorporation and acquisition

transaction.

of

Cypriot

and

offshore

companies,

corporate

reorganisations and restructuring, cross-border and

Immigration Law

domestic mergers, corporate governance issues, joint

The firm assists clients in all aspects of Cypriot

ventures and re-domiciliation.

immigration law and, in particular, Cypriot citizenship
applications, Cyprus permanent residence, employment

Dispute Resolution & Arbitration

permits, visitor permits, Cypriot visas, registration of

The firm advises clients on all aspects of corporate and

companies with foreign activities with the migration

commercial disputes and has extensive experience in

department to employ third-country nationals and other

cross-border litigation.

relevant permits.

International Tax Planning

Energy, Shipping & Transport

The firm’s tax experts advise on tax structures, holding

The firm provides legal advice and assistance on a wide

companies and trust settlements in Cyprus and abroad.

range of matters relating to the shipping industry. The

They also represent clients before the tax authorities and

team’s experience includes advising on and negotiating

negotiate tax disputes on their behalf.

transactions and issuing legal opinions on a range of
ship financing transactions, guarantees, securities and

Capital Markets

other documentation. The firm also undertakes the

The firm specialises in the incorporation, setting up and

registration and deletion of ship mortgages at the Cyprus

assistance in the regulation of Cypriot investment firms

Ships Registry and other securities registered with the

and in compliance matters. It also assists investors

Registrar of Companies in Cyprus. The firm further

in relation to the formation, licensing and regulation

provides advice and assistance in relation to vessel

of funds such as closed-ended funds, mutual funds,

registration under the Cyprus flag and the chartering,

UCITS, alternative investment funds and the respective

sale and purchase of ships as well as the financing of

set up and assistance in their management and control.

these activities.

RECENT WORK HIGHLIGHTS
Advised the international firm
Acted as Cypriot counsel for Silk Road

of Alvarez and Marsal (‘A&M’) in

Fund, a state-owned investment fund

relation to the latter’s appointment

Was part of an international team

of the Chinese government, on the

as independent experts by the

handling a high-profile cross border

equity investment and a 15-year loan

Central Bank of Cyprus to carry out

financing for the amount of EUR 1.09

an investigation on the events which

billion of Russia's key new liquefied
natural gas (LNG) project owned by
Novatek, Russia's largest independent
natural gas producer.

led the two largest banks in Cyprus

action in relation to a dispute between
the owners of a substantial Russian oil

to require state assistance. The firm

refinery in Krasnodar, Russia which

advised A&M on Cyprus law issues
which arose in the context of
their appointment.
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was valued at approximately
USD 600 million.

